### Effective Date
8/1/2019

### Impacted Manual #s/Manual Title(s):

### Conforming Order(s):
N/A

### Associated Issue Tracking Title:
N/A

### Committee Approval Path - What committee(s) have already seen these changes?
- PC – First Read – 6/13/2019
- MRC – First Read – 6/27/2019
- PC – Seek Endorsement – 7/11/2019
- MRC – Seek Endorsement – 7/25/2019

### MRC 1st read date:
6/27/2019

### MRC voting date:
7/25/2019

### Impacted Manual sections:
1. Add wording pertaining to CIR evaluations for combined cycle units and grouped generating units submitting tests as a single units as opposed to individual components
2. Re-classify hydro units (dispatchable with pooling capability) from the capacity storage resource section as the OATT defines Capacity Storage Resources as only those charged by electricity

### Reason for change:
1. Clarification of CIR evaluations
2. To conform with OATT changes

### Summary of the changes:
To conform with recent OATT changes